GENERAL PURPOSE SCANNERS
FOR ANY SIZE COMPANY,
ANY SIZE BUDGET
From fast-paced enterprises to small businesses,
there’s a Symbol scanner that can get the job done…

BAR CODE SCANNERS

Whether you need a feature-packed scanner for high-volume scan intensive
environments or a value-priced scanner for your small business, there is a Symbol
general purpose scanner designed to meet your needs — and your budget.

A scanner for your company, your budget
Symbol’s general purpose scanner family is designed to meet a wide
range of scanning needs – with high-end feature-packed scanners
for high-volume scan intensive environments to value priced
scanners for small businesses.
Choose from:
• A wide variety of price points to meet any budget;
• A wide variety of advanced data capture options, scanning
everything from canned goods and hardware to drivers licenses
and patient ID wristbands, or capturing and transferring images
• A wide variety of models to meet your application needs — from
corded and cordless to hands-free and handheld

Performance you can count on
Every scanner offers the dynamic combination of quality, reliability,
ease of use and user comfort that have made Symbol the global
leader in the handheld scanning industry. From the cash register and
stockroom to patient bedside and more, this comprehensive family of
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— and an outstanding low total cost of ownership. And you can
count on Symbol for outstanding investment protection.
Every scanner in this family offers:
• Durable and reliable construction designed for all day, everyday use
• Onboard support for multiple interfaces, delivering plug and play
simplicity for your technology environment today, as well as in
the future

Unique functionality from the inventor of
the handheld scanner
With over 900 U.S. patents, including more than 300 for bar code
scanning, our technology delivers features and functionality unique
to Symbol. For example, some products offer unique scanning
patterns that eliminate the need for precise alignment and
positioning of products. All products offer internal electronics
designed for durability, delivering reliable performance even if
dropped. And ergonomic designs reduce fatigue and provide
comfort, even in the most intensive scanning environments.

all-purpose scanners is designed to endure the rigors of everyday all

With over 30 years of firsts, from the creation of the first handheld

day use, with the durability you need to ensure continuous business

laser scanner to the development of the first wearable and rugged

With over 15 millions scanners deployed around the world, you can count on
Symbol's general-purpose scanner family to deliver maximum productivity — and
maximum return on investment.

scanner, Symbol continues to deliver innovation, raising the bar for

Advance Exchange Support is ideal for mission-critical applications.

excellence in the scanning industry. Through the experience gained

Rather than waiting for your device to be repaired, Symbol uses an

from deploying over 15 million scanners around the world in nearly

advance exchange process and overnight shipping to get a

every industry, Symbol delivers well-developed designs that meet

replacement unit to you as quickly as possible. Replacement units

the unique needs of your environment.

are pulled from a Symbol-owned pool so you don’t have to buy or

Whether you have clerks at the register ringing up purchases or in
the aisles performing price checks, employees in the backroom
taking inventory or receiving shipments, or healthcare workers at a
patient bedside verifying patient identity and medication orders, you
can count on Symbol’s general-purpose scanner family for the

manage your own spares, and Symbol pays the shipping costs in
both directions. Best of all, this service includes Comprehensive
Coverage, which extends your investment protection beyond normal
wear and tear to cover plastics, exit windows and other components
that are accidentally damaged during usage.

industry-leading technology, ergonomics and scanning performance

Service Center Support enhances warranty coverage by providing a

you need to ensure maximum productivity — and maximum return

fast three-day turnaround time for products needing repair. As with

on investment.

our Advance Exchange Support offering, Service Center Support
includes telephone access to the Symbol technical support team for

Service and support with comprehensive
coverage

troubleshooting. In addition, it gives you the peace of mind of
knowing your equipment is expertly repaired to its original factory

Symbol products are known for their durability and reliability. Yet

specifications.

even the most durable products need a maintenance plan and a

Both of these programs are available with Service from the Start —

support strategy. After all, accidents happen — and when they do,

a prepaid service program that provides multiple years of coverage

you’ll want to know the support you need is right at your fingertips to

at significant cost savings when purchased alongside the hardware.

keep your business systems running at peak performance.

Ask your Symbol sales representative which plan is best for you.
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Every general purpose scanner offers the dynamic combination of quality,
reliability, ease of use and user comfort that have made Symbol the global
leader in the handheld scanning industry.

HANDHELD SCANNERS
Premium
LS4208

Laser / Corded / Handheld
The LS4208 scanner is Symbol’s premiere general purpose laser scanner, offering a unique array of features that deliver
superb scanning performance with minimal user effort. With an innovative multi-line rastering scan pattern, superior
motion tolerance and a wide working range, the LS4208 delivers robust scanning that eliminates the need to precisely
aim and position the device, or pause between scans. And even the smallest, stacked, damaged and poorly printed bar
codes are quickly and accurately captured on the first scan, resulting in maximum productivity. Combined with a
patented single board construction that eliminates one of the most common points of failure, the LS4208 delivers reliable
day-to-day performance — and a low total cost of ownership.

LS4278

Laser / Cordless / Handheld
The LS4278 offers the same superb scanning performance and unique features as the LS4208 along with cordless
Bluetooth™ freedom and the security features needed to help ensure protection of your wirelessly transmitted data.
The ability to move throughout the workspace enables cashiers to step out from behind the register to scan items,
allows healthcare workers to scan patient wristbands to verify medication orders, and more. Productivity is improved
and revenue is enhanced. As for durability, the LS4278 offers a patented single board construction, a cradle with
industrial charging contacts that ensure reliable performance through hundreds of thousands of insertions, and drain
points to protect sensitive electronics in the event of spills. (Workspace size: within a 30 to 50 foot/9.1 to 15.2 m radius)

P460

Laser / Corded / Handheld
The P460 1D scanner offers the flexibility of real-time corded and batch mode cordless scanning to meet the needs of a
wide variety of applications. Corded real-time scanning enables cashiers to quickly, easily and accurately ring purchases.
Cordless offline batch mode enables employees to perform inventory counts and price verifications on the retail floor,
and allows customers to scan products to create an on-the-fly ‘wish list’ for gift registries. With a convenient display
window and keypad, users can easily view, enter and delete scanned records, enabling instant correction of an
erroneous scan. Designed for easy and rapid deployment, the P460 is pre-loaded with inventory software and enables
seamless integration of scanned data into your existing applications. And with support for MCL-Designer, you can
develop custom applications quickly and easily — without technical programming knowledge.
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When you choose a Symbol scanner, you get patented features and functionality
no other manufacturer can offer — from unique scanning patterns and
ergonomics to internal electronics.

P470

Laser / Cordless / Handheld
The P470 1D cordless scanner provides your employees with wireless freedom to move throughout the workspace to
scan heavy items or check carts for ‘forgotten’ items, take inventory in the stock room and verify shelf pricing. In
addition to extending the workspace to over 100 ft./30 m, advanced, long range functionality enables accurate scanning
of bar codes as far away as 30 ft./9.1 m. Cables are eliminated, reducing tripping hazards and helping to minimize
accidents. A convenient display window and keypad enables users to easily view, enter and delete scanned records to
instantly correct an erroneous scan. Up and running right out of the box with pre-loaded inventory software, the P470
can be rapidly integrated into your environment, thanks to its ability to easily port scanned data right into your existing
applications. And support for MCL-Designer enables even non-technical staff to easily develop custom applications.

DS6607

Digital Imager / Corded / Handheld
The flexible DS6607 enables the collection and transfer of a wide variety of data — from 1D and 2D bar codes to
signatures and images. This single device is designed to meet all your data capture needs — from cashiers in
pharmacies taking images of prescriptions to dock workers recording incoming shipments and clerks scanning
customer loyalty cards. With its unique laser-generated aiming pattern, the omni-directional DS6607 accurately
captures bar codes — regardless of scanner angle or position. And information is rapidly captured and processed
using a charge coupled device (CCD) image sensor similar to those found in high-end digital cameras.

DS6608

Digital Imager / Corded / Handheld
The DS6608 enables companies to deploy one device throughout the enterprise that is capable of scanning any bar
code —1D and 2D. The easy-to-use scanner requires virtually no training — the omni-directional scanning capability
and unique aiming pattern enable accurate capture of any bar code without requiring users to hold the scanner at a
certain angle or position. And with a charge-coupled device (CCD) image sensor similar to those found in high-end
digital cameras, you can count on laser-like scanning speed and accuracy.
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A wide variety of advanced data capture options enables scanning of any bar code,
as well as the ability to capture and transfer images.

Mid Level
LS2208

Laser / Corded / Handheld
The LS2208 is a small, lightweight affordable scanner designed to increase productivity from the checkout line to the
back room. The LS2208’s single circuit board design eliminates common points of failure, and its ability to withstand
multiple 5ft./1.5m drops to concrete provides the durability and reliability needed to withstand all day every day heavy
usage. And multiple onboard interfaces enable connectivity to virtually any host, providing future proofing and
investment protection.

Value
LS1203

Laser / Corded / Handheld
The LS1203 handheld scanner is designed to meet the needs and budgets of small retailers, delivering high quality laser
scanning, user-friendly ergonomics and durability at an economical price. For small independent retailers, LS1203
delivers the features, functionality and reliability needed to improve operational efficiencies from the checkout line to
the back room — day in and day out. Manual keying is minimized, customers are charged the correct amount and
paper-based inventory processes are automated. The result is faster checkout, increased customer satisfaction,
increased employee productivity — and a rapid return on investment.

HANDS-FREE SCANNERS
Premium
LS7708

Laser / Corded / Presentation
The LS7708 is ideal for medium to high-volume scanning environments, such as grocery, drug and convenience stores.
This flexible on-counter scanner enables both presentation and swipe scanning to keep the register lines moving, even
in the busiest retail environments. Robust scanning technology, including a dense rastering omni-directional scan
pattern, delivers higher first-pass read rates without requiring cashiers to precisely position bar codes. And the ‘smart’
scanner moves into sleep mode when not in use, automatically ‘waking up’ when a bar code is passed over the scan
window, reducing power demands and extending the life of your scanner.
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The wide variety of models — from corded and cordless to hands-free and
handheld — provides the flexibility to meet nearly any application need.

M2000

Laser / Corded / Handheld and Hands-Free
This combination hands-free/handheld scanner enables scanning of any size item, providing maximum flexibility. Four
user-selectable scan patterns deliver outstanding scanning performance, enabling the fast and accurate capture of 1D
and PDF-417 bar codes, including those that are truncated, damaged and poorly printed. The intuitive and easy-to-use
M2000 automatically shifts from hands-free to handheld mode when lifted and adjusts the scan pattern as needed.

LS5800

Laser / Corded / Presentation
The LS5800 is ideal for very demanding high-volume scanning environments, such as grocery, department, DIY (Do-ItYourself) and hardware stores. This omni-directional in-counter mini-slot scanner provides high throughput with minimal
cashier effort, and advanced optics enable accurate reading of bar codes regardless of orientation. The ‘smart’ scanner
moves into sleep mode when not in use, automatically ‘waking up’ when a bar code is passed over the scan window,
reducing power demands and extending the life of your scanner. And the optional stainless steel bezel and scratchproof
glass helps reduce damage from canned goods and other hard good items, providing added investment protection.

Mid Level
LS9208

Laser / Corded / Handheld and Hands-Free
This hands-free scanner offers a high-performance processor and an innovative 100-line rastering omni-directional
scan pattern that enables rapid bar code scanning regardless of the orientation of the product. It also offers the
flexibility to switch quickly and easily between hands-free and handheld mode, reducing the need to lift heavy objects
and the risk of injury. Combined with a small footprint that fits easily into the tightest environments and the ability to
easily switch to single line mode to read pick lists and bar code menus, the LS9208 keeps checkout lines moving and
customers satisfied.

Value
LS9203

Laser / Corded / Handheld and Hands-Free
The LS9203 is an affordable omni-directional scanner that can be used in either hands-free or handheld mode,
eliminating the need to lift heavy items – effectively reducing the risk of injury. The intuitive LS9203 requires no training
— simply plug in the device and users are up and running in minutes, automatically capturing the data you need to
improve sales tracking and inventory management, as well as reduce pricing mistakes, out of stocks and shrinkage. The
small footprint is ideal for the tightest checkout environments where counter space is reserved for ‘impulse purchase’
displays. And in keeping with the Symbol tradition of quality, this economically priced scanner is built to handle every
day accidental drops and tumbles.
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Corporate Headquarters
Symbol Technologies, Inc.
One Symbol Plaza
Holtsville, NY 11742-1300
TEL: +1.800.722-6234/+1.631.738.2400
FAX: +1.631.738.5990

For Asia Pacific Area
Symbol Technologies Asia, Inc.
(Singapore Branch)
Asia Pacific Division
230 Victoria Street #12-06/10
Bugis Junction Office Tower
Singapore 188024
TEL: +65.6796.9600
FAX: +65.6796.7199

For Europe, Middle East and Africa
Symbol Technologies
EMEA Division
Symbol Place, Winnersh Triangle
Berkshire, England RG41 5TP
TEL: +44.118.9457000
FAX: +44.118.9457500

For North America, Latin America and
Canada
Symbol Technologies
The Americas
One Symbol Plaza
Holtsville, NY 11742-1300
TEL: +1.800.722.6234/+1.631.738.2400
FAX: +1.631.738.5990

Symbol Web site
For a complete list of Symbol subsidiaries
and business partners worldwide, contact us
at: www.symbol.com
Or contact our pre-sales team at:
www.symbol.com/sales

Specifications are subject to change without notice. Symbol® is a registered trademark and the Enterprise Mobility Company™ is a trademark of Symbol Technologies, Inc. All other trademarks and service marks are proprietary to their respective owners. For system, product or services
availability and specific information within your country, please contact your local Symbol Technologies office or Business Partner.

About Symbol Technologies
Symbol Technologies, Inc., The
Enterprise Mobility Company™, is a
recognized worldwide leader in
enterprise mobility, delivering products
and solutions that capture, move and
manage information in real time to
and from the point of business activity.
Symbol enterprise mobility solutions
integrate advanced data capture
products, radio frequency identification
technology, mobile computing platforms,
wireless infrastructure, mobility software
and world-class services programs
under the Symbol Enterprise Mobility
Services brand. Symbol enterprise
mobility products and solutions are
proven to increase workforce
productivity, reduce operating costs,
drive operational efficiencies and realize
competitive advantages for the world’s
leading companies. More information is
available at www.symbol.com
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